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The GM Generation I and Generation II (LT) engine families are both derived from the longstanding Chevrolet
small block V8.The Generation III small-block V8 was a "clean sheet" design, which replaced the Gen I and
Gen II engine families in 2003 and 1996 respectively.. Like the previous two generations, the Buick and
Oldsmobile small blocks, the gen III/IV can be found in many different brands.
LS based GM small-block engine - Wikipedia
Printed in U.S.A. - 1 - 97-6 1199 TO: SERVICE MANAGER TECHNICIANS No. 97-6 PARTS MANAGER
Revised November 1999 MerCruiser GM Engine Identification Models All MerCruiser GM models 1974 and
later.
MerCruiser GM Engine Identification - boatfix.com
The Chevrolet small-block engine is a series of V8 automobile engines used in normal production by the
Chevrolet Division of General Motors between 1955 and 2003, using the same basic engine block.Referred
to as a "small block" for its comparative size relative to the physically much larger Chevrolet big-block
engines, the family spanned from 262 cu in (4.3 L) to 400 cu in (6.6 L) in displacement.
Chevrolet small-block engine - Wikipedia
Free Shipping! Capable of 255 horsepower, the GM Goodwrench long block 350 engine was created as a
drop-in replacement for 1996-2002 Chevy/GMC 1/2-ton and 3/4-ton applications.
Chevy 12681432: GM 5.7L 350 Long Block Truck Engine - jegs.com
Free Shipping! This universal 350 engine uses a brand new block and can be a replacement in most 1973-85
GM vehicles and retrofitted into virtually any vehicle.
Chevy 10067353: GM Goodwrench 350ci/195HP Crate Engine | JEGS
Page 4 History GM has a long history of providing the engine of choice for circle track racing. The
introduction of the small block Chevy in 1955 started it all.
Circle Track Crate Engine Technical Manual
zz engines (350" - 345 & 355hp) small blocks service parts list 12561723 (partl) 10134338 (zzz) 10185025
(zz1) 10185025 (zz2) 10185072 (zz3) 24502609 (zz4)
ZZ ENGINES (350 - Crate Engine Depot
The 302 and the Camaro Z-28 The 302 engine was only available in first-generation Z-28s (the 350 LT-1 was
used in 2nd generation Z-28s), and was created in response to a Trans Am racing engine displacement
limitation at that time of 5 liters (305ci).
Engine/Induction/Exhaust - Camaro Research Group
I usually post on the 73-87 side but I have collected copies of most of the 67-72 light truck service literature.
PDF scans of 1967-1972 GMC and Chevrolet Light 10-30, Medium 40-60, and Heavy 70-90 Truck Service
Manuals from my library.
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